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The Alzheimer’s Association is the leading voluntary
health organization in Alzheimer’s disease care, support
and research. We provide services to those affected by
Alzheimer’s, advocate for policy change and scientific
funding, and advance research toward prevention,
treatment and, ultimately, a cure.

5%
77%
18%
Administrative

A donor-supported organization, the Alzheimer's
Association allocates its funds in an ethical and
responsible manner that exceeds the rigorous standards
of America’s most experienced charity evaluator,
the Better Business Bureau Wise Giving Alliance.
The Association also holds a National Charity Seal
from the Alliance.

Fundraising

We are especially grateful to those who helped us
advance our mission in fiscal year 2019 by making
contributions. Total revenues equaled more than
$393 million.

Our mission
To eliminate Alzheimer’s disease through the
advancement of research; to provide and enhance care
and support for all affected; and to reduce the risk of
dementia through the promotion of brain health.

Our vision
is a world without Alzheimer’s disease®.

Join our cause
Learn how you can get involved.
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Alzheimer’s disease care, support,
research, awareness and advocacy
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Letter from the Association President and
CEO and the Chair of the Governing Board
Together with our vast network of supporters and
volunteers, the Alzheimer’s Association launched
new initiatives and forged strategic partnerships across
all mission pillars in fiscal year 2019, resulting in
significant progress, unparalleled achievements and
increased momentum toward our vision of a world
without Alzheimer’s disease. But we know we need to
do still more.

The Association-led U.S. Study to Protect Brain
Health Through Lifestyle Intervention to Reduce
Risk (U.S. POINTER) continued to progress, as
study investigators, connected with nearly 40 potential
groups across the country and identified four sites to
continue this critical two-year trial to evaluate whether
lifestyle interventions that simultaneously target many
risk factors protect cognitive function in older adults
who are at increased risk for cognitive decline.

As the number of people living with Alzheimer’s and
other dementias continues to climb, the Association
remains deeply committed to vital care and support
for all those affected. During FY19, the Association
delivered on its mission to provide care and
support more than 9.1 million times through
channels including alz.org, phone and in-person care
consultation, support groups, education programs and
information.

Groundbreaking results of the SPRINT MIND
study were presented at the Alzheimer’s Association
International Conference® 2018 (AAIC®) in Chicago
demonstrating that lowering blood pressure can
significantly reduce the occurrence of mild cognitive
impairment. In light of this promising news, the
Association awarded more than $800,000 to
support the SPRINT MIND 2.0 Study, which will
further investigate the impact of intensive blood pressure
treatment on reducing dementia risk.

To help ensure that those facing Alzheimer’s receive a
timely and accurate diagnosis as well as high-quality
care, the Association convened and led a workgroup that
issued comprehensive Clinical Practice Guidelines
for physicians and nurse practitioners. We also convened
experts from across the country in a Dementia Care
Provider Roundtable, with the goal of implementing
those Alzheimer’s Association 2018 Dementia Care
Practice Recommendations.

Early detection continued to be a crucial focus in FY19.
Our annual Alzheimer’s Disease Facts and Figures
report conveyed the latest statistics on the impact of
Alzheimer’s and other dementias across the nation,
and included a special report on the benefits of brief
cognitive assessments in the primary care setting. We
provided tools for families to talk about the signs of
cognitive decline during Alzheimer’s & Brain Awareness
Month in June and released “Our Stories,” a
campaign developed in partnership with the Ad
Council, sharing the experiences of real individuals
who initiated these difficult conversations.

We took innovative steps with the formation of a
Health Systems Engagement Strategy aimed at
creating partnerships with health systems, physicians
and other health care professionals. Our Health Systems
Workgroup developed a strategic framework to lead the
initiative’s launch next year.

We also launched the “United” campaign in June
during the first 2020 Democratic presidential debate.
Using the messaging “red + blue = purple,” this
campaign aims to unite both sides of the political divide
to fight Alzheimer’s and advance the cause, with the
goal of ending the disease.

To accelerate the pace of Alzheimer’s research
worldwide, the Association made its largest-ever
research investment in FY19, granting more than
$42 million to 162 scientific investigations. This brings
the Association’s current commitment to $167 million
in more than 500 projects in 27 countries.
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We took exciting steps to increase Alzheimer’s awareness
with the launch of ALZ magazine, our free national
publication. Featuring information and tips on how
to lead a brain-healthy lifestyle, ALZ will educate and
inspire a wide audience as its circulation continues
to grow.

We are very grateful to the generous volunteers, donors
and partners who make our achievements possible. In
FY19, revenue totaled $393 million. Our signature
events had a banner year raising funds and awareness for
the cause, with Walk to End Alzheimer’s® generating
a record $97 million and The Longest Day® growing
in revenue raised by 21%. Due to the success of these
events, the Association was named the “Fundraising
Organization of the Year” by the Peer-to-Peer
Professional Forum.

With diverse populations disproportionately impacted
by Alzheimer’s, outreach to these communities
is integral to our mission. Reynick Martinez joined
the Association in the new role of Chief Diversity
& Inclusion Officer, leading initiatives to strengthen
the Association’s outreach to all populations, build
meaningful partnerships and engage priority audiences.
To move toward these goals, the Association maintained
and initiated relationships with key organizations
including Advocacy and Services for LGBT Elders
(SAGE), the Mexican Consulate and the African
Methodist Episcopal (AME) Church.

Companies, individuals and families played a key role
in this year’s fundraising achievements. Edward Jones
deepened its commitment to the cause as National
Presenting Sponsor of the Walk to End Alzheimer’s,
with a total contribution of more than $6 million.
Hosted by founder Michaela “Mikey” Hoag, the
Part the Cloud Luncheon raised $1 million for
translational Alzheimer’s research aimed at slowing,
stopping or ultimately curing the disease.

The Association, the Alzheimer’s Impact Movement
(AIM) — a separately incorporated advocacy affiliate
of the Alzheimer’s Association — and our nationwide
network of advocates continued to work relentlessly
to ensure that we change the trajectory of this disease.
In FY19, Congress approved a historic $425 million
increase for Alzheimer’s and dementia research
funding at the National Institutes of Health, bringing
federal annual research spending on Alzheimer’s and
other dementias to $2.4 billion.

Our significant accomplishments and progress in FY19
have set the pace for our work in the future. With the
help of our ever-expanding base of dedicated volunteers,
donors and supporters, we will continue to build on our
advances while remaining relentless in our pursuit to
end Alzheimer’s and all dementia.
Sincerely,

The Association and AIM celebrated the passage of
the Building Our Largest Dementia (BOLD)
Infrastructure for Alzheimer’s Act, which
will create a nationwide infrastructure to improve
public health and implement effective Alzheimer’s
interventions. At the urging of our advocates, the
Palliative Care and Hospice Education and
Training Act (PCHETA) was also passed by the
House. This legislation would ensure an adequate,
well-trained palliative care workforce to address the
nation’s caregiving needs.

Harry Johns
President and CEO
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Dave Goltermann
Chair, Governing Board

Report Overview
The FY19 Annual Report details mission-related accomplishments within the six strategic objectives of the
Alzheimer’s Association: providing and enhancing care and support; accelerating research; increasing concern and
awareness; strengthening diversity and inclusion; advancing public policy; and increasing revenue. These initiatives
drive the Association’s efforts to eliminate Alzheimer’s and offer help and hope to all those affected by the disease.
Providing and Enhancing Care and Support

Strengthening Diversity and Inclusion

The Association is instrumental in providing and
enhancing care and support for all those affected
by Alzheimer’s and other dementias. Through our
commitment to reliable resources, support and
information, we are available 24 hours a day, seven days
a week, 365 days a year via our locations nationwide
and our award-winning website and Helpline.

The Association has long highlighted diversity and
inclusion as core values critically important to our
work. As the American population ages and becomes
increasingly more diverse, the Association is committed
to identifying and addressing barriers that may impede
members of diverse communities from receiving
Alzheimer’s education and care and support resources,
and to ensuring that all people are included in the fight
against the disease.

Accelerating Research
The world’s largest nonprofit funder of Alzheimer’s
research, the Association is also the nonprofit with the
highest impact in Alzheimer’s research worldwide,
behind only the U.S. and Chinese governments as
measured by InCites Clarivate™. In our role as the
leading research convener, collaborator and coordinator,
the Association is committed to accelerating global
progress of new treatments, preventions and, ultimately,
a cure

Advancing Public Policy
The leading voice for Alzheimer’s advocacy, the
Association and the Alzheimer’s Impact Movement,
our separately incorporated advocacy affiliate,
successfully fight for critical research and care and
support initiatives at the state and federal levels.
In tandem with hundreds of thousands of advocates,
we are relentless in our efforts to make Alzheimer’s a
national priority while speaking up for the needs and
rights of people living with the disease.

Increasing Concern and Awareness
The Association drives the nationwide discussion of
Alzheimer’s and other dementias and establishes the
organization as the leader in the fight to end devastation
from dementia. By growing the conversation about
the number of affected individuals, and the staggering
economic and societal impact of Alzheimer’s, the public
and policymakers are enabled to take appropriate actions
to change the course of the disease, and families can
be empowered to raise their voices as they face
its challenges.

Increasing Revenue
Individuals, corporations and foundations further
the Association’s mission through their dedicated
involvement and support. From Walk to End
Alzheimer’s to fundraising galas to estate gifts and more,
the Association deeply appreciates our many generous
donors who demonstrate their powerful, ongoing
commitment to ending Alzheimer’s through advancing
research and enhancing the Association’s care and
support efforts.
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Providing and Enhancing Care and Support
During FY19, the Association delivered on its mission to provide care and support more than 9.1 million times
through channels including alz.org, phone and in-person care consultation, support groups, education programs
and information. According to surveys, constituents are highly satisfied with Association programs and services
and would recommend them to others.
The Association’s national 24/7 Helpline, staffed by
specialists and master’s-level clinicians, delivers care
and support around the clock, 365 days a year. In
FY19, this free service received nearly 300,000 calls,
offering confidential support and information to people
facing Alzheimer’s and other dementias. In addition,
the Association delivers the service on comprehensive
nationwide Helpline standards developed to ensure
consistent quality. The 24/7 Helpline is partially funded
by a five-year, $6.2 million federal grant awarded
by the Department of Health and Human Services
Administration for Community Living.

new Health Systems Engagement Strategy aims
to increase access to timely diagnosis and high-quality
dementia care through partnerships with health
systems, physicians and other health care professionals.
The Health Systems Workgroup developed a strategic
framework for the initiative’s launch next year.
Project ECHO® (Extension for Community
Healthcare Outcomes) is a telementoring program
that uses videoconferencing to train care providers and
accelerate the sharing of knowledge across the care
field. The Association launched two Project ECHO
pilot programs in FY19. The first program focused on
helping primary care practices increase timely diagnoses
of Alzheimer’s and dementia, while the second helped
assisted-living communities adopt the Association’s
Dementia Care Practice Recommendations. Both
programs showed high engagement and satisfaction, and
participants reported having gained increased skills and
confidence in providing dementia care.

Responding to the urgent need for more timely and
accurate Alzheimer’s disease diagnosis and improvement
in patient care, the Association convened and led a
workgroup that issued Clinical Practice Guidelines
for physicians and nurse practitioners. Published in
The Gerontologist, the 20 recommendations range from
enhancing efforts to recognize and more effectively
evaluate symptoms to compassionately communicating
with and supporting affected individuals and their
caregivers.

Primary care participants described improvements
in providing dementia care generally, with specific
mentions in areas relating to screening for cognitive
impairment, medication management, and
communication with patients and families. Similar
gains were reported in the Assisted Living Communities
pilot; nearly all participants reported increased
confidence, several a sense of reduced isolation in their
roles and some shared early developments in institutional
change already taking place as a result of their
participation in the ECHO program.

The new Alzheimer’s Association Dementia
Care Provider Roundtable convened leaders,
researchers and direct care providers from across the
country to advance care and support services for
people with Alzheimer’s and other dementias and
their caregivers. One of the roundtable’s primary
objectives was facilitating the implementation of the
Alzheimer’s Association 2018 Dementia Care Practice
Recommendations, a set of guidelines that define
quality care practices based on a comprehensive review
of current evidence, best practice and expert opinion.

Individuals living in the early stage of Alzheimer’s
and other dementias and their care partners comprise
the Alzheimer’s Association National Early-Stage
Advisory Group. Advisors are dedicated to sharing
their experiences in order to raise awareness, reduce
stigma and provide guidance on the development of

Referrals from health care professionals to the
Association increased by 36% nationwide, thanks to
strategic physician outreach efforts. The Association’s
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programs and services. To enhance the Association’s
care and support efforts, advisors participated in the
Association’s Project ECHO pilot program, filmed
videos for updated education programs and were
featured in a national campaign created in partnership
with the Ad Council.
In collaboration with AARP, the Association released
the Alzheimer’s Association & AARP Community
Resource Finder, an enhanced database of dementia
and aging-related resources. The Community Resource
Finder makes it easy for people living with Alzheimer’s
and other dementias, caregivers and those involved
in making care-related decisions to find local programs
and services.
In order to provide education to all those affected by
Alzheimer’s and dementia, the Association created new
in-person and online education programs in FY19.
Understanding Alzheimer’s and Dementia, includes
comprehensive information about Alzheimer’s and
dementia, as well as interactive material and videos
with experts, individuals living with the disease and
care partners. 10 Warning Signs of Alzheimer’s Disease,
describes common warning signs and symptoms of
Alzheimer’s, as well as tips to approach someone who
is experiencing memory changes, the benefit of early
detection and diagnosis, and more.
The Association continues to optimize its online
resources for individuals affected by dementia.
ALZConnected®, a free online community for people
living with dementia and their caregivers, continues
to thrive, with 11,443 new members, nearly 50,000
forum posts by community members and over 800,000
user sessions. Alzheimer’s Navigator®, an online
assessment tool allowing people with the disease and
caregivers to create personalized action plans, had over
66,000 user sessions in FY19.
The Department of Health and Human Services
Administration for Community Living awarded the
Association a three-year, $750,000 grant for a new
financial literacy program. The caregiver education
program Strengthening the Financial Literacy and
Preparedness of Family Caregivers will help dementia
caregivers ensure their own financial well-being and
better equip them to handle financial tasks as a caregiver.
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Accelerating Research
In aggressive pursuit of its vision of a world without Alzheimer’s, the Association made its largest-ever research
investment in FY19, granting more than $42 million to 162 new scientific investigations. Investments included
awards to 139 projects funded through the International Research Grant Program, representing proposals
ranked highest by a peer-reviewed process in a highly competitive field of 519 applications submitted from 1,084
letters of intent. As the world’s leading nonprofit funder of Alzheimer’s and dementia research, the Association is
currently investing $167 million in more than 500 active best-of-field projects in 27 countries.
As part of the International Research Grant Program,
the Alzheimer’s Association Zenith Fellows
Awards are among the world’s most prestigious
dementia research grants and are presented annually
to investigators who have contributed significantly to
the field of Alzheimer’s research or a related area. The
awards are made possible by members of the Alzheimer’s
Association Zenith Society, whose philanthropic gifts
have funded over $40 million granted to more than
125 leading scientists. FY19 awardees were Dr. Joanna
Jankowsky, Baylor College of Medicine; Dr. Claudio
Soto, University of Texas Health Science Center; and
Dr. Jeffery Vance, University of Miami.

and dementia research. A record number of nearly
6,000 leading researchers, clinicians, investigators
and care providers from 68 countries attended AAIC
2018 in Chicago. During the conference, researchers
announced results from the SPRINT MIND study
— the first randomized, placebo-controlled clinical
trial to demonstrate that lowering blood pressure can
significantly reduce the occurrence of mild cognitive
impairment (MCI). The Association later awarded
more than $800,000 to support an extension
study, SPRINT MIND 2.0, which will further
investigate the impact of intensive blood pressure
treatment on reducing dementia risk.

Demonstrating its commitment to developing the next
generation of brain health leaders, the Association, in
partnership with the Global Brain Health Institute
(GBHI) and Alzheimer’s Society (UK), developed the
Pilot Awards for Global Brain Health Leaders
program. Twenty-two pilot projects were each awarded
approximately $25,000 as part of the International
Research Grant Program.

AAIC Satellite Symposia convene researchers
worldwide to facilitate fruitful collaborations and
breakthroughs in Alzheimer’s research. The Association
held two satellite symposia in FY19. The Dec. 18-19,
2018, meeting in Bengaluru, India, drew more than
350 registered researchers, clinicians and students from
17 countries. Scientists learned about dementia-related
genetics research in India, improvements in diagnosing
and assessing individuals with cognitive decline, and
the prevalence of Alzheimer’s and dementia across the
country. On April 10-12, 2019, in Sao Paulo, Brazil,
more than 580 registered researchers, clinicians and
health professionals from 29 countries heard the latest
scientific developments, challenges and opportunities in
Latin America.

The Association-led U.S. Study to Protect Brain
Health Through Lifestyle Intervention to Reduce
Risk (U.S. POINTER) is a first-of-its-kind,
$35 million, two-year clinical trial to evaluate whether
lifestyle interventions that simultaneously target many
risk factors can reduce risk of cognitive decline in
older adults. In FY19, the Association selected four
U.S. POINTER sites in North Carolina, Northern
California, the Chicagoland area and Houston and is
actively recruiting for a fifth site.

Results from the Imaging Dementia-Evidence for
Amyloid Scanning (IDEAS) study, published in
JAMA, the Journal of the American Medical Association,
found that amyloid positron emission tomography
(PET) brain imaging that detects Alzheimer’s-related
plaques significantly influenced clinical management
of people living with mild cognitive impairment and

The Alzheimer’s Association International
Conference (AAIC) is the premier annual forum
for the presentation and discussion of Alzheimer’s
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dementia. The results presented highly credible evidence
that amyloid PET imaging can be a powerful tool to
improve the accuracy of Alzheimer’s diagnosis. Led by
Association Chief Science Officer Dr. Maria Carrillo,
IDEAS is a multicenter study of more than 18,000
Medicare beneficiaries.

lists of treatment, diagnostic, prevention, qualityof-life and online studies, along with appropriate
contact information, for more than 350,000 users. The
TrialMatch database now holds trial summaries for
415 clinical trials across the United States, compared to
an average of 262 over the past three years. Additionally,
TrialMatch supports recruitment activities for U.S.
POINTER and LEADS, Association-led clinical studies
of strategic importance to the Association’s mission.

The Longitudinal Early-Onset Alzheimer’s
Disease Study (LEADS) is the world’s largest study
of early-onset (also called younger-onset) Alzheimer’s.
The study, funded by the National Institute on Aging,
will determine the similarities and differences between
early-onset and late-onset Alzheimer’s and is creating
an infrastructure to launch clinical trials and potentially
test experimental medications that may help all people
living with the disease. Dr. Maria Carrillo is one of the
study’s four principal investigators, and the Association
is responsible for supporting recruitment and retention
activities. In addition, the Association’s Greater Indiana
Chapter announced a $1 million grant to a LEADS
whole genome sequencing add-on study.

GAAIN is the first online platform to provide free
and instant access to data normally restricted to only
a handful of researchers. With close to 30,000 unique
data attributes linking together over 500,000 research
participants’ data, GAAIN provides a unique resource
for the global Alzheimer’s and dementia community.
In 2019, over 3,000 investigators from 80 countries and
nearly every continent utilized the GAAIN interface
for their research needs.
The Alzheimer’s Association Research
Roundtable engages scientists from the pharmaceutical,
biotechnology, diagnostics, imaging and cognitive
testing industries worldwide during two meetings per
fiscal year to discuss key areas in Alzheimer’s science.
“Preclinical Alzheimer’s & Prevention Trials” (fall
2018) focused on active clinical trials attempting to
address amyloid-related changes in the brain before
the appearance of symptoms of cognitive decline.
“Alternative Modalities & Active Immunotherapies”
(spring 2019), discussed modalities or approaches
currently in use and on the horizon, looking
broadening the conversation beyond anti-amyloid
treatments in late-stage clinical studies.

Part the Cloud, founded in 2012 by philanthropist
Michaela “Mikey” Hoag in partnership with the
Association, has generously funded more than
$30 million in research awards. In FY19, Part the Cloud
awarded five grants to accelerate Alzheimer’s research by
funding the most promising early phase clinical studies
via the Part the Cloud Transitional Research Grant
Program. The grants totaled over $3.4 million and
are the seventh round of the Part the Cloud movement.
Part the Cloud also awarded $3 million to
Longeveron LLC, the Part the Cloud Challenge on
Neuroinflammation finalist whose research showed
the most promise after an initial two-year study.

The Alzheimer’s Association International
Society to Advance Alzheimer’s Research and
Treatment (ISTAART) is the only professional
society for those interested in Alzheimer’s and dementia
science, including scientists, physicians and other
professionals involved in the causes and treatments of
Alzheimer’s and other dementias. By the end of FY19,
ISTAART comprised 4,526 members, a 10% increase
over FY18. Participation in one or more of the society’s
22 Professional Interest Areas (PIAs), subgroups of
researchers sharing common scientific interests, saw a
52% increase.

To enable researchers to explore new ways to prevent,
reduce or remove tau — a toxic protein found in the
brain that is a hallmark of Alzheimer’s, frontotemporal
dementia and other neurodegenerative disorders — the
Association and the Tau Consortium partnered to fund
the Tau Pipeline Enabling Program (T-PEP).
Grants totaling $3 million provided five U.S.-based
researchers the ability to investigate new ways to target
abnormal tau.
TrialMatch, the Association’s clinical studies matching
service, continues to engage constituents in research
by making information about clinical trials easy to
access and understand. TrialMatch provides customized

The Association and the National Institute on Aging at
the National Institutes of Health convened “Enabling
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Precision Medicine for Alzheimer’s Through
Open Science,” a symposium on Alzheimer’s and
dementia in Chicago July 19-20, 2018. The meeting
brought together experts from government, academia,
industry and nonprofit organizations.
An Association-led workgroup comprised of
international experts published appropriate use criteria
for spinal tap (lumbar puncture) and cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF) analysis in the diagnosis of Alzheimer’s. While
not currently in routine clinical practice in the United
States, lumbar puncture is anticipated to be a safe and
cost-effective way to retrieve spinal fluid to test for
biological markers of the disease.
Alzheimer’s & Dementia: The Journal of the
Alzheimer’s Association® is the leading peer-reviewed
monthly journal in Alzheimer’s and dementia. Its impact
factor — a measure of the publication’s influence in the
scientific community — increased in FY19 to 14.423.
In recognition of Association leadership in advancing
research on the intersection of Down syndrome and
Alzheimer’s, the Association was approved as one
of the newest members of the Down Syndrome
Consortium. The consortium, led by the National
Institutes of Health (NIH), discusses findings and
progress toward achieving research, management,
infrastructure and other goals.
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Increasing Concern and Awareness
The Association released its annual Alzheimer’s Disease Facts and Figures report, the definitive compilation
of national statistics and information conveying the impact of Alzheimer’s disease and other dementias on
individuals, families, government and the nation’s health care system. The 2019 edition included a special report,
“Alzheimer’s Detection in the Primary Care Setting: Connecting Patients and Physicians,” which explores
the benefits of brief cognitive assessments by primary care physicians, and offers solutions for wider adoption
among providers.
Alzheimer’s & Brain Awareness Month, one
of the Association’s leading consumer engagement
platforms to raise concern and awareness and share
available resources, is recognized each June. In 2019,
the Association focused on providing family members
with tools to talk about signs of cognitive decline
in order to facilitate early diagnosis of Alzheimer’s
and other dementias. Social media efforts included
#EndAlzheimers as a trending hashtag and sharing the
Association’s custom emoji.

a significant awareness channel, and social engagement
across networks continued to outpace all other leading
nonprofits. Additionally, Facebook served as a significant
fundraising platform. The Association was the recipient
of five Shorty Awards, which honor the best content
creators and producers on social media, including Best
Social Good Campaign.
The Association’s website continued to serve as a
valuable resource for Alzheimer’s care, support and
research, providing services to constituents 22,805,150
times in FY19. The Association also delivered critical
Alzheimer’s information to the public through our
12.5 billion total media impressions.

On June 3, the Association launched “Our Stories,”
a national public service ad campaign developed in
partnership with the Ad Council and shared across
television, radio, print, out-of-home and web media.
The campaign features real individuals — including
members of the Association’s National Early-Stage
Advisory Group and their care partners — who noticed
signs of potential cognitive decline in a loved one and
initiated a conversation. Supporting components include
customizable conversation starters, a list of early signs
and symptoms of Alzheimer’s, information on the
benefits of early diagnosis and a downloadable
discussion guide.

ALZ, the Association’s first nationwide full-mission
magazine, launched in January and is currently growing
through online and print subscription as well as mass
distribution opportunities. The Association developed
this free publication to provide information on how
to make the brain part of a healthy lifestyle, and to
inspire a broad audience to learn about and engage
with the cause.
As a result of Association efforts, President Ronald
Regan declared November as National Alzheimer’s
Disease Awareness Month in 1983. In 2018, the
Association observed National Alzheimer’s Disease
Awareness Month and National Family Caregivers
Month with multimedia assets designed around the
“Faces of Alzheimer’s” theme.

“United,” a new Association concern and awareness
campaign, premiered in June. “United” positions
Alzheimer’s care, support and research as a bipartisan
issue that someone of any political affiliation can and
should support. Using the messaging “red + blue =
purple,” the campaign aims to increase awareness of our
cause and accelerate concern for the disease across the
political spectrum.

The Association’s relationship with Major League
Baseball continued in FY19 with 24 teams joining
the movement to end Alzheimer’s through a variety
of awareness initiatives. Highlights included first
pitches; pre-game ceremonies; warning track parades;
pre-game and in-game broadcast segments; donated

The Association’s impressive social media presence
on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram grew to over
1.1 million users, a 7% increase from the previous year.
Impressions surpassed 600 million, making social media
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suites and tickets; concourse information tables; program
ads; public service announcements; and purple-clad fans
waving pompoms in the Association’s signature color.
The 2019 season also saw the growth of Major League
Memories, a program in which retired players visit
care facilities to engage people living with Alzheimer’s
or another dementia through the nostalgia of baseball.
The Association partnered with the Boston Red Sox,
Chicago White Sox, Los Angeles Dodgers, Pittsburgh
Pirates and San Francisco Giants to lead Major League
Memories programs within the Alzheimer’s and
dementia community.

Facebook filter, which enables audiences to sing along
with the AlzheimHer’s Chorus, was rolled out during
the launch.
In honor of International Women’s Day in March,
the Association participated in a SXSW panel
on the ways Alzheimer’s disproportionately affects
women, with a special focus on the importance of
younger audiences joining the conversation around
the disease. The all-women panel was moderated by
journalist Ashley C. Ford and featured Maria Shriver;
neuroscientist Dr. Farida Sohrabji; and actress and
Alzheimer’s Association Celebrity Champion
Alexandra Socha.

The Association partnered with the National Hockey
League to host games to raise Alzheimer’s awareness,
which included Zamboni rides; concourse tables; public
address and video board announcements; raffles; and
donated suite tickets. In addition to holding their own
Alzheimer’s awareness games, the National Basketball
Association shared the Association’s 10 Ways to Love
Your Brain messaging across their social channels
during NBA FIT Week, March 14-21.

For the 10th consecutive year, the Association was
recognized by The NonProfit Times as one of the “Best
Nonprofits to Work For,” moving from third to
second place in the Large Nonprofit Employer category.
This year’s survey emphasized employee development,
recognition measures and workplace culture.

The #ENDALZ Athletes program officially launched
in 2019. The new program highlights athletes and
members of the sports community who are making a
difference in the fight to end Alzheimer’s through their
fundraising, advocacy and awareness efforts. Since its
launch, #ENDALZ Athletes has engaged over two
dozen athletes across a variety of sports.
The Association debuted Around the Table, a
concern and awareness initiative that celebrates
the power of food and conversation in connecting
individuals, families and communities. The campaign
features culinary influencers such as Carla Hall, Art
Smith, Hugh Acheson and Scott Conant sharing
personal and relatable experiences that we would never
want to lose. As part of the campaign, the Association
partnered with BuzzFeed’s food platform, Tasty, to
create a video series with Culinary Champions sharing
recipes and discussing some of their most poignant
moments Around the Table.
The Association partnered with former First Lady of
California Maria Shriver and the Women’s Alzheimer’s
Movement on AlzheimHer’s Chorus, a PSA project
and video that premiered during SXSW. The PSA
spotlights choirs from around the country comprising
women facing Alzheimer’s. A new karaoke-style
14
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Strengthening Diversity and Inclusion
As the number of individuals facing Alzheimer’s continues to climb, in FY19 the Association strengthened its
dedication to reaching diverse and underserved communities — many of which are disproportionately impacted
by the disease. In January 2019, Reynick Martinez joined the Alzheimer’s Association in the new role of
Chief Diversity & Inclusion Officer. With an extensive background in health systems, building partnerships
and engaging priority audiences, Martinez leads the Association’s diversity initiatives and is responsible for
developing strategic partnerships with diverse groups and communities — work that touches every aspect of
the Association’s mission.
As an organization committed to fostering a culture
of representation and inclusion, the Association
launched the Diversity & Inclusion Workgroup.
This 21-member collective includes staff from across
the organization and is focusing on several key
objectives, such as improving internal engagement;
delivering specific talent recommendations; developing
a framework to mobilize priority communities; and
identifying metrics to measure diversity and inclusion
outcomes.

the Association participated in online and media
outreach activities across the country during National
Hispanic Heritage Month.
The Association remains committed to reaching more
Spanish-speaking individuals through the translation of
education and outreach materials. During a partnership
with the Ad Council to create the national “Our
Stories” campaign encouraging honest discussion of
cognitive concerns, the Association also developed a
parallel Spanish-language campaign. Read the
Increasing Concern and Awareness section for more
information.

Throughout FY19, the Association created important
resources and established partnerships designed to
broaden its outreach efforts. Together with its national
partner Advocacy and Services for LGBT Elders
(SAGE), the Association launched a collaborative
report titled Issues Brief: LGBT and Dementia.
The brief outlined challenges faced by members of the
LGBT community living with or caring for someone
with dementia, and offered recommendations for health
care providers, organizations and individuals. The
Association also developed new consumer-friendly
materials to help raise awareness of issues and barriers
faced by LGBT older adults.

Distilled and translated from 2019 Alzheimer’s Disease
Facts and Figures, the Association offered an infographic
and fact sheet in Spanish. These materials are used
to assist in recruiting and training Spanish-speaking
volunteers for media opportunities and cultivating
relationships in the community.
In June 2019, the Association and the African Methodist
Episcopal (AME) Church finalized a three-year
nationwide partnership to increase concern and
awareness of the disease, and connect AME members
and communities with the Association and its resources.
The AME Church is the first independent Protestant
denomination founded by black Americans and one
of the largest historic African-American churches,
with more than 2 million congregants in the United
States and an international membership that spans five
continents and 39 countries. This partnership is a vital
opportunity to engage AME communities in all aspects
of the Association’s mission.

Recognizing that Hispanic adults are at greater risk
of developing Alzheimer’s disease, the Association
announced a collaboration with the Mexican
Consulate in September 2018. Working through the
Mexican government’s Ventanillas de Salud Program
(VDS), a binational program joining government
and nonprofit agencies, the partnership aims to better
connect Mexicans living in the United States with
important information relating to Alzheimer’s detection,
diagnosis, care, treatment, research and advocacy. To
help raise awareness of the prevalence of dementia in
Hispanic communities and highlight available resources,

In the February 2019 issue of Alzheimer’s & Dementia:
The Journal of the Alzheimer’s Association, members of
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ISTAART’s Professional Interest Areas collectively
published a paper examining ethnic and racial
disparities in dementia. It provided a concise
“state-of-the-science” report of ethnic and racial
factors, and updated recommendations to address gaps in
dementia science across populations. Read the Accelerating
Research section for more information on ISTAART.
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Advancing Public Policy
Thanks to the strategic efforts of the Alzheimer’s Association, the Alzheimer’s Impact Movement (AIM) and
a nationwide network of relentless advocates, Congress once again approved and the president signed into
law a historic increase for Alzheimer’s and dementia research funding at the National Institutes of Health
(NIH). The record-setting $425 million increase brings annual funding at the NIH to $2.4 billion and marks
the fourth consecutive year Congress has taken unprecedented action to address the growing Alzheimer’s crisis
through research.
This bipartisan effort was led by Senate Appropriations
Labor, Health and Human Services, Education and
Related Agencies Subcommittee Chairman Roy
Blunt (R-Mo.) and Ranking Member Patty Murray
(D-Wash.), and by House Appropriations Labor, Health
and Human Services, Education and Related Agencies
Subcommittee Chairman Tom Cole (R-Okla.) and
House Appropriations Committee Ranking Member
Nita Lowey (D-N.Y.).

constituents to share messages of support for the bill
with members of Congress.
In July 2018, the House unanimously passed the
Palliative Care and Hospice Education and
Training Act (PCHETA). This legislation, introduced
by Rep. Eliot Engel (D-N.Y.), Rep. Tom Reed
(R-N.Y.), Sen. Tammy Baldwin (D-Wis.) and Sen.
Shelley Moore Capito (R-W.Va.), would ensure an
adequate, well-trained palliative care workforce through
training, education and awareness, and enhanced
research. The bill did not pass in the 115th Congress
but was reintroduced in the 116th Congress. The
Association and AIM continued to grow support for
the legislation.

The Association and AIM were instrumental in the
development, introduction and passage of the Building
Our Largest Dementia (BOLD) Infrastructure for
Alzheimer’s Act, which will create an Alzheimer’s
public health infrastructure across the country to
implement effective interventions focused on public
health issues. Introduced by Sens. Susan Collins
(R-Maine), Catherine Cortez Masto (D-Nev.), Shelley
Moore Capito (R-W.Va.) and Tim Kaine (D-Va.), and
Reps. Brett Guthrie (R-Ky.), Paul Tonko (D-N.Y.),
Chris Smith (R-N.J.) and Maxine Waters (D-Calif.),
the bill quickly developed enormous bipartisan support.
More than half of the 115th Congress — 58 Senators
and 256 Representatives — cosponsored the bill, which
authorized $100 million over five years to carry out the
various public health activities addressing Alzheimer’s
and other dementias.

The Association and AIM worked closely with
congressional champions on the bipartisan Improving
HOPE for Alzheimer’s Act. Introduced by Sen.
Debbie Stabenow (D-Mich.), Sen. Susan Collins
(R-Maine), Rep. Paul Tonko (D-N.Y.) and Rep.
Jackie Walorski (R-Ind.), the bill had 36 cosponsors
in the Senate and 69 in the House at the end of FY19.
This legislation would support provider education
and outreach to improve awareness and utilization
of comprehensive Alzheimer’s and dementia care
planning services covered under Medicare. In May
2019, advocates from across the nation joined AIM and
the Alzheimer’s Association for a virtual lobby day to
grow support for the Improving HOPE for Alzheimer’s
Act. Over 1,550 advocates sent nearly 3,300 messages to
legislators through email, phone calls and social media
urging their members of Congress to support the bill.

In a testament to the Association’s successful efforts in
organizing bipartisan support for the Bold Act, Gov.
Steve Bullock (D-Mont.) and Gov. Charlie Baker
(R-Mass.) penned a Newsweek editorial in July
2018 titled “Alzheimer’s: The Issue Republicans and
Democrats Agree On,” urging Congress to pass the
bill. To continue to build on the wave of support, the
Association and AIM organized a record-breaking
virtual lobby day in November 2018, encouraging

The Association and AIM championed the introduction
of the bipartisan Younger-Onset Alzheimer’s
Disease Act. Led by Sen. Susan Collins (R-Maine),
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Sen. Bob Casey (D-Penn.), Rep. Kathleen Rice
(D-N.Y.) and Rep. Pete King (R-N.Y.), the legislation
would amend the Older Americans Act (OAA) to
allow individuals under age 60 who are diagnosed with
younger-onset Alzheimer’s disease to access the OAA’s
support programs, including nutritional and supportive
services and respite care through the National Family
Caregiver Support program. To grow support, the
Association and AIM mobilized advocates for an
online day of action in June 2019, sending more
than 9,000 messages to members of Congress via social
media. At the close of FY19, the bill had 119 cosponsors
in the House and 25 cosponsors in the Senate.

celebrate advances. Honorees included Cindy Harris,
recipient of the 2019 Advocate of the Year Award, and
Aaron DeNicola, winner of the 2019 Young Advocate
of the Year Award. Actress and Alzheimer’s Association
Celebrity Champion Ashley Williams emceed the event,
while Emmy- and Golden Globe-nominated actress and
Celebrity Champion Kate Mulgrew gave the evening’s
keynote address.
On Hill Day, the culmination of the Advocacy Forum,
advocates donning purple sashes stormed Capitol Hill
to meet with lawmakers and their staff. Delegations
of advocates shared their personal experiences with
Alzheimer’s and asked for renewed commitment to
research funding and care and support policies from the
federal government. In addition, advocates attended a
Senate Special Committee on Aging hearing titled
“Alzheimer’s: New Directions in Biomedical Research
and Caregiving.”

The Association joined forces with the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) to develop the
third in a series of Healthy Brain Initiative (HBI)
Road Maps to advance cognitive health as an integral
component of public health. The HBI State and Local
Public Health Partnerships to Address Dementia: The 20182023 Road Map outlines 25 specific actions state and
local public health agencies and their partners can take
to continue to promote cognitive health, improve early
detection of Alzheimer’s and quality of care, and help
meet the needs of caregivers. The Association and the
CDC also co-developed the HBI Road Map for Indian
Country, a companion guide intended to stimulate
public health approaches to Alzheimer’s in American
Indian and Alaska Native communities.

The Association and AIM continued working to
advance public policies at the state and local levels
to improve the lives of all those affected by Alzheimer’s.
Association staff and advocates have secured over $90
million in state appropriations since January 2019 for
Alzheimer’s-specific care and support services, research,
public health activities, home and community-based
services and other areas to meet the needs of individuals
and families living with dementia. With a frequent
presence in state capitals, the Association is working to
increase public awareness, early detection and diagnosis;
build a dementia-capable workforce; increase access
to home and community-based services; enhance the
quality of care in residential settings; and implement
State Alzheimer’s Disease Plans.

The Association and the Association of State and
Territorial Health Officials (ASTHO) announced
the launch of the HBI Planning Lab. State health
departments in Arizona, California, Idaho, Maine,
Nevada, Oregon, Texas and Wyoming will work with
the Association and other partners to develop action
plans addressing Alzheimer’s disease and other dementias
as chronic conditions.

The Association made strides in the goal to obtain
nationwide collection of the optional Cognitive
Decline Module in all states’ Behavioral Risk Factor
Surveillance System (BRFSS) surveys. In addition
to the 31 states that secured the module for the 2019
BRFSS survey, eight states have confirmed inclusion
in their 2020 surveys. Applications are pending in the
remaining states.

More than 1,200 advocates from all 50 states descended
upon Washington, D.C. for the 2019 Alzheimer’s
Impact Movement Advocacy Forum, the nation’s
premier Alzheimer’s advocacy event. Over three
days, advocates learned about policy priorities from
Association experts and met with elected officials to
encourage their support of the cause.

In FY19, the Association and AIM held 2,206
meetings with members of Congress and their
staff in Washington, D.C., and district offices, with
significant growth experienced in the number of
advocates and elected officials present. Advocates,

Advocacy Forum attendees and policymakers gathered
at the National Alzheimer’s Dinner to honor leaders
who work tirelessly in the fight to end Alzheimer’s and
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Ambassadors — volunteer leaders who develop trusted
relationships with their assigned congressional office
through ongoing, personal contacts — and members
of Alzheimer’s Congressional Teams — groups of
advocates who assist in district grassroots activities —
conducted the majority of these meetings. To further
extend the reach of the Association and its legislative
priorities, staff and advocates attended 1,778 town halls
or other community events hosted or attended by a
member of Congress or their staff. The Association and
its advocates made an additional 13,029 points of contact
with members of Congress through letters to the editor,
op-eds and social media.
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Increasing Revenue
Generous contributions from constituents, corporations and other organizations make an enduring impact on the
lives of those facing Alzheimer’s and continue to move us closer to our vision of a world without the disease.
This support also fuels greater awareness of the Alzheimer’s Association and its resources, and engages the
public in the cause. In FY19, Association donors and partners contributed to total revenues of $393 million.
Direct marketing efforts using email, print and phone
raised $61 million through engagement with 687,846
donors. Digital donations across all platforms increased
by 5% over FY18 to reach $21 million, while gifts over
$1,000 also showed a 5% increase. Facebook fundraisers
experienced impressive growth, generating $26 million
more than last year, resulting in over $34 million
donated. Donations from engaging constituents in
Giving Tuesday also grew 31%, its most successful year.

Financial services firm Edward Jones expanded on its
five-year national strategic alliance with the Association.
The company was the National Presenting Sponsor of
Walk to End Alzheimer’s and through the participation
of nearly 21,200 participants on 3,578 teams, raised
$3.3 million, a 43% increase over the previous year.
Edward Jones’ contribution to the Association in
FY19 totaled more than $6 million, a 22% increase,
including $2.5 million in corporate support. Edward
Jones once again sponsored the Alzheimer’s Association
International Conference (AAIC) through a gift
of $50,000 to demonstrate its commitment to the
Association’s international research program. The
company also raised awareness of the disease by
organizing a relay walk across America that had more
than 1,000 employees hike 3,100 miles over 96 days.

The Alzheimer’s Association Walk to End
Alzheimer’s, the world’s largest event raising awareness
and funds for Alzheimer’s care, support and research,
continued to grow, generating $97 million — a 9%
increase over the previous year. Walk participation
was up 5%, with 526,000 people taking part in 632
walks across the country. The 2018 season also saw
43 companies and organizations create National Team
Programs, resulting in 7,680 teams raising $13 million.

The Part the Cloud Luncheon, hosted by founder
Michaela “Mikey” Hoag and co-chaired by Stephanie
Harman and Heather Pietsch, raised $1 million for
new, promising Alzheimer’s research. Held Feb. 13,
2019, in Menlo Park, California, the event hosted
award-winning actress and Alzheimer’s Association
Celebrity Champion Marcia Gay Harden; Frank Longo,
Stanford neurology professor and past Part the Could
grant recipient; and Eric Siemers, president of Siemers
Integration. Since 2012, the Part the Cloud program
has raised over $30 million to fund 34 grants that foster
the progress of cutting-edge, early phase clinical studies
with the highest probability of slowing, stopping or
curing Alzheimer’s.

The Longest Day — held on the summer solstice,
June 21 — is when thousands of participants from
across the world came together to fight the darkness
of Alzheimer’s through a fundraising activity of their
choice. Together, they used their creativity and passion
to raise $8.8 million for Association care, support and
research efforts, a 13% increase and the highest amount
in the event’s history. The American Contract Bridge
League celebrated its seventh year as the Inaugural
Global Team and raised over $6 million.
Due to the success of Walk to End Alzheimer’s and
The Longest Day, the Association was named the
Fundraising Organization of the Year by the
Peer-to-Peer Professional Forum. The award recognizes
the development of record-shattering campaigns that set
the standard for nonprofits across North America.
Walk to End Alzheimer’s is the only large walk
campaign in the United States that has grown its annual
revenue each year since 2006. In 2018, the event was the
nation’s third-largest peer-to-peer fundraising campaign.

Recognizing their outstanding work in advancing
Alzheimer’s research, Joanne Knight and her late
husband, Charles F. “Chuck” Knight, and
FBRI LLC were awarded the 2018 Jerome H. Stone
Philanthropy Award for Alzheimer’s Research, which
annually recognizes the world’s top philanthropists
for actively engaging in the Alzheimer’s cause. The
Knights have contributed $15 million to Washington
University to help launch a research center studying
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Alzheimer’s and related brain disorders. FBRI LLC
was acknowledged for funding early-stage Alzheimer’s
research in academia and industry, as well as investing in
several Alzheimer’s-focused biotech companies.

Celebrating its 34th year, the Alzheimer’s Association
New York Rita Hayworth Gala was held Oct. 23,
2018, at Cipriani 42nd Street. The event, chaired by
founder Princess Yasmin Aga Khan and Anne Hearst
McInerney, raised $1.5 million, and honored Libet
Johnson (in memoriam) and her family with the 2018
Champion Award.

The Alois Society, which includes members who make
an annual gift of $1,000 to $9,999, saw revenue grow
5% to $14.1 million, while the total number of gifts also
increased 12% to 7,802.

The 32nd annual Alzheimer’s Association Chicago
Rita Hayworth Gala, held May 4, 2019, at the Hilton
Chicago, raised over $1 million. The event was led by
the Murphy family, co-chairs and avid supporters of the
Association. The Legacy Award honored Zenith Society
members Joan and Paul Rubschlager. The Caregiver
Award was presented to country musician Jay Allen and
his family; Allen performed his song “Blank Stares,”
inspired by his mother who died from Alzheimer’s.

Comprising philanthropists who make a gift commitment
of $1 million or more, the Alzheimer’s Association
Zenith Society sets the bar for philanthropic
leadership, engagement and impact. The Association
welcomed seven new members in FY19, increasing
the society’s total to 86. Joanne Knight made the
largest individual commitment received by the
Association to establish the Knight Family Dementia
Care Coordination Initiative, which is enabling the
Association to form partnerships with health systems
and hospitals in Missouri and Illinois to coordinate
comprehensive dementia care, information and support
among health care providers, Association clinical teams
and family caregivers. A $1.6 million gift from Jerre
and Mary Joy Stead enabled the Association’s 24/7
Helpline to hire more staff and conduct a research
study to create the evidence base needed to develop a
replicable model for telephone-based care. Vicky Patel
and an anonymous Zenith Society member each made
$1 million commitments to the U.S. POINTER clinical
trial, bringing philanthropic support of the $35 million
study to nearly $8 million. Zenith Society members
helped secure nearly $43 million for the Association’s
mission in FY19 through personal gifts, special events,
direct marketing challenges, Walk to End Alzheimer’s
and more.

The second annual Napa Valley Wine Weekend was
held May 3-5, 2019. Napa Valley wineries offered their
finest bottles to advance research and enhance care
for those living with the disease. The event raised over
$1.3 million.
Featuring competition on the gridiron between classic
rivalries like Blondes vs. Brunettes and Purple vs.
White, RivALZ, a series of volunteer-driven flag
football games, garnered more than $1.6 million.
A total of 1,700 players participated in 29 events across
the country, converting downs into dollars for the fight
against Alzheimer’s.
Focused on connecting with new constituents and
introducing them to the mission, Reason to Hope
raised over $1.2 million. Reason to Hope held
22 breakfasts and lunches across the country to
discuss the challenges of the disease and the work of
the Association.

Members of the Founders Society make gifts
through a will or trust, by beneficiary designation,
through a charitable gift annuity or other planned gift
arrangement. The Association received $46.7 million
from donors who made legacy contributions in FY19.

Revenue from generous corporate contributors
equaled $16.9 million and earned millions of impressions
to increase concern and awareness of the disease.
A complete list of corporate supporters at the $50,000
level and above is available later in this report.

The Alzheimer’s Impact Movement welcomed 32 new
members to the AIM Leadership Society, a group of
generous donors committed to making Alzheimer’s a
national priority. Members, who gave $789,700 in FY19,
make an annual commitment of $5,000 or more to help
advance and develop policies to overcome Alzheimer’s
through increased investment in research, enhanced care
and improved support.

BJ’s Restaurants, Inc., a large and growing casual
dining chain that owns and operates 198 restaurants
in 27 states, was the Second Annual Proud Supporter
of The Longest Day. Together with their customers,
BJ’s raised $287,911 in FY19, a 30% increase over the
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previous year. BJ’s has donated more than $500,000 to
Alzheimer’s care, support and research since joining
forces with the Association in 2018.

AAIC 2018 received two new sponsors, upping
the total number of sponsors to 15 who pledged
$1.5 million in support. In addition, three new
companies made contributions to join the Alzheimer’s
Association Research Roundtable, bringing the current
total to 23 members and $1.2 million.

In March, Marshalls customers in the United States
and Puerto Rico raised more than $1.7 million to
help fund Alzheimer’s care, support and research.
Marshalls, a chain of department stores owned by TJX,
invited customers to make a donation in support of
the Association by adding $1, $5 or $10 at checkout
in more than 1,000 stores. Since its inception in 2013,
the campaign has raised nearly $10 million for the
Association.
Tide, a Procter & Gamble brand, renewed their
support of the Home Safety Checklist that was
developed to help caregivers create a safe home
environment for people living with Alzheimer’s and
other dementias. This resource provides general home
safety tips and room-by-room suggestions to help
caregivers confidently manage risks and ensure a safe
home environment as the disease progresses. Tide has
also continued its support of Walk to End Alzheimer’s.
In 2019, Bankers Life’s annual Forget Me Not Days®
fundraising campaign aligned with The Longest Day for
the first time. With support from agents and associate
volunteers across the country, the campaign raised
$190,000 for the Association through donations and
associate contributions. Additionally, Bankers Life and
its parent company, CNO Financial, pledged $179,000
in corporate donations. Since the inception of Forget Me
Not Days in 2003, Bankers Life has helped raise nearly
$6 million for the Association.
Soft Surroundings, a women’s fashion and home
décor retailer with 81 locations in 34 states, an
online business and a national catalog, built on its
successful participation in the Walk to End Alzheimer’s
National Team Program with cause marketing efforts
that raised $98,000.
Cutco Cutlery, the largest manufacturer of kitchen
cutlery in the United States and Canada, joined the
fight to end Alzheimer’s during Alzheimer’s & Brain
Awareness Month. Throughout June, 10% of every
purchase of a Cutco purple product benefited the
Association. The program sold over $1 million, resulting
in more than $110,000 donated to the Association.
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FY19 Strategic Plan Outcomes
As a leader of the Alzheimer’s movement, the Association is committed to do more to expand the depth, breadth
and pace of the fight to end the disease. Our outstanding progress in these strategic areas is a reflection of our
commitment, the support of generous and dedicated constituents, and our determination to achieve our vision of
a world without Alzheimer’s.
Progress toward FY19 strategic objectives, as outlined in the Association’s FY19-FY21 Strategic Plan, are
detailed in the following chart.

FY19 Priority Activities

FY19 Target

FY19 Outcomes

Providing and Enhancing Care and Support
Maintain the number of individuals
receiving direct services delivery.

Maintain FY18 number.

169,000 individuals received
direct services. 3% increase,
104% of goal achieved.

Maintain the number of individuals
receiving services and grow the use of
volunteer-powered delivery.

Maintain FY18 number.

282,000 individuals receiving
services. 12% increase,
113% of goal achieved.

Build strategy for health care systems
and long-term care and communitybased providers to access quality care
and diagnosis.

Create a baseline percent of unduplicated
individuals reached by volunteers.

56% of constituents attended
support groups, education
programs or early-stage
programs delivered by
volunteers.

Increase the number of physician referrals from
FY18 by 15%.

26% increase, 118% of goal
achieved.

Set baseline for number of health care systems
prepared for engagement in FY20.

Pilot phase.

Set baseline for number of long-term care
and community-based providers prepared for
engagement in FY20.

Pilot phase.
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FY19 Priority Activities

FY19 Target

FY19 Outcomes

Accelerating Research
Increase investment to support
Association’s research programs.

FY19 investment will be 2% from
chapters and 1% from Home Office,
from unrestricted contributed revenue.

$292 million, 110% of goal achieved.

Association’s research programs.

The Medical Science division will
conduct 32 in-person community
meetings (two per region), developed
in collaboration with area and regional
leadership.

100% of goal achieved.

Set baseline of percent of staff attending
at least two of four quarterly research
presentations.

97% of staff attended two research
webinars.

Set baseline of number of locations
participating in research studies led by
the Association.

Two Association-led nationwide studies:
U.S. POINTER (four chapters
participating) and LEADS (15 chapters
participating).

32 internal regional Research
Champions identified in collaboration
with area and regional leadership and
trained to deliver research presentations.

100% of goal achieved.

Increasing Concern and Awareness
Maintain concern of disease.

Maintain FY18 nationwide percentage.

6% decrease.

Increase unaided awareness of the
Alzheimer’s Association.

Increase FY18 baseline by 10%.

15% increase.

Increase reach via impressions.

Increase earned impressions by 8% from 12.5 billion media impressions.
FY18 baseline.
Strengthening Diversity and Inclusion

Utilize appropriate metrics; identify
and conduct outreach to priority
populations at the Home Office and
chapter levels.

Set baseline of knowledge for
nationwide and local population
markets assessed.

To aid in this goal, the Association
formed the Diversity and Inclusion
Workgroup.

Continue to establish nationwide
relationships with local activation
strategies.

Set baseline of number of organizations
engaged by establishing data standards.

The Association created or continued
partnerships with Advocacy and
Services for LGBT Elders (SAGE), the
National Hispanic Council on Aging
(NHCOA), the Consulate General of
Mexico and the International African
Methodist Episcopal Church.
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FY19 Priority Activities

FY19 Target

FY19 Outcomes

Advancing Public Policy
Increase actions on federal priorities.

Report advocacy actions worth a total
of 400 points multiplied by the size of
the state’s congressional delegation. The
specific point target for each member
of Congress will vary according to
allocations jointly agreed to by the
home office and the field.

288,000 actions. 134% of goal achieved.

Increase actions on state priorities.

Report advocacy actions toward state
policymakers worth a total of 200
points multiplied by the size of the
state’s congressional delegation.

208,000 actions. 194% of goal achieved.

Grow number of individuals in
the AIM Leadership Society
($5,000+ donors) to 59.

Increase additional individuals giving
$5,000+ to the benefit of AIM to a
total of 59.

Membership grew to 90 (120% of goal
achieved).

Increasing Revenue
Grow total contributed revenue to
$315.6 million.

Revenue target agreed by locale with
leadership.

$393 million in revenue, 13% increase
(109% of goal achieved).

Grow total 2018 mass-market event
revenue to $118.3 million.

Revenue target agreed by locale with
leadership.

$112 million in revenue (95% of goal
achieved).

Grow Walk season 2018 revenue to
$97 million

Revenue target agreed by locale with
leadership.

$97 million in revenue, 9% increase
(100% of goal achieved).
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Treasurer’s Report
The financial health of the Alzheimer’s Association remains strong, with the national organization’s
Consolidated Statement of Financial Position reflecting total assets of $378.6 million as of the fiscal year ended
June 30, 2019. Together with our network of 77 chapters, total revenues of $393.5 million increased 12% from
2018, with $369.7 million from donor contributions fueling the fight against Alzheimer’s disease.
Expenses were well managed. Of the total consolidated
expenses (with our chapter network) of $390.9 million,
the Alzheimer’s Association expended $299.5 million
on programmatic activities to forward our mission.
To advance progress in Alzheimer’s disease science, the
Association made its largest-ever research investment
in FY19, granting more than $42 million to 162 new
scientific investigations. Investments included awards to
139 projects funded through the International Research
Grant Program supporting both emerging scientific
areas of investigation and new-to-the-field scientists.

We are honored and grateful that our donors respect our
stewardship, embrace our mission and are a vital part of
the movement to conquer Alzheimer’s disease.
Steve Osgood
Treasurer, Governing Board

The Association continues to meet and exceed
minimum standards of 65% program expenses set by the
BBB Wise Giving Alliance, devoting 77% of expenses
to programmatic activities.
The Association made great progress in our fight to
end Alzheimer’s and other dementias in FY19. Along
with the Alzheimer’s Impact Movement, we again
helped secure a historic increase in federal Alzheimer’s
research funding — $425 million — bringing annual
funding at the NIH to $2.4 billion. We provided care
and support more than 9.1 million times through online
platforms, phone and in-person care consultations,
support groups, education programs and informational
materials. We convened nearly 6,000 attendees
representing 68 countries at the Alzheimer’s Association
International Conference (AAIC) in July 2018. We
continued to drive the national conversation about
Alzheimer’s with 2019 Alzheimer’s Disease Facts and
Figures, the definitive compilation of national statistics
and information conveying the impact of Alzheimer’s
and other dementias. And as an organization committed
to fostering a culture of representation and inclusion,
we strengthened our dedication to reaching diverse and
underserved communities.
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Alzheimer’s Disease and
Related Disorders Association, Inc.
Consolidated Statement of Financial Position
June 30, 2019
(In thousands)
ASSETS

2019

2018

Cash and cash equivalents			 $25,581
				
$68,550
Pledges receivable, net			 48,841
46,946
				
Other receivables			
7,866
				
8,616
Inventories				
of education materials, at cost			
802
1,041
Investments			 229,875
				
163,107
Prepaid expenses			
6,935
				
6,164
Assets held in trust			
261
				
248
Fixed assets, net			 23,227
24,730
				
Beneficial interest
7,885
in split-interest agreements			
7,819
				
Beneficial
interest in perpetual trusts			 26,543
26,825
				
Other assets			
828
				
837

TOTAL ASSETS
$378,644
		

$354,883

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

LIABILITIES		
			
Accounts payable		
$9,176
			
$6,278
Grants payable, net			 59,856
				
48,510
Deferred
compensation payable			
419
				
248
Accrued
expenses and other liabilities			 24,098
24,094
				
Self-insurance reserve			
1,395
1,112
				
Gift annuity obligations			
5,821
				
4,228
Deferred revenue			
5,475
				
4,783
Deferred rent			
8,694
				
8,631

TOTAL LIABILITIES
114,934
		

97,884

NET ASSETS
Without donor restrictions			 137,702
				
127,183
With donor restrictions			 126,008
				
129,816

TOTAL NET ASSETS
263,710
		

256,999

TOTAL LIABILITIES
AND NET ASSETS
$378,644
		

$354,883

These financial statements have been prepared by management in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles and include all adjustments which,
in the opinion of management, are necessary to reflect a fair presentation. This presentation represents a summarization from audited financial statements.
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Alzheimer’s Disease and
Related Disorders Association, Inc.
Consolidated Statement of Activities
Year ended June 30, 2019
(In thousands)
Without donor
restrictions

With donor
restrictions

Total

REVENUES, GAINS AND OTHER SUPPORT
Contributions
Conference registration, contributed services and other
Dividends and interest, net of investment related expenses
Net assets released from restrictions

$316,906
15,573
6,745
57,668

TOTAL REVENUES, GAINS AND OTHER SUPPORT

396,912

(3,423)

393,489

EXPENSES
PROGRAM SERVICES
Research
Public awareness, education and diversity
Chapter services
Public policy
Family and healthcare professional services

62,251
106,581
6,908
20,735
103,067

-

62,251
106,581
6,908
20,735
103,067

TOTAL PROGRAM SERVICES

299,542

-

299,542

SUPPORTING SERVICES
Management and general
Fundraising

19,254
72,135

-

19,254
72,135

TOTAL SUPPORTING SERVICES

91,389

-

91,389

TOTAL EXPENSES

390,931

-

390,931

EXCESS (DEFICIENCY) FROM OPERATIONS

5,981

(3,423)

2,558

OTHER CHANGES IN NET ASSETS
Net realized and unrealized gains in value of investments
Change in value of split-interest agreements
Change in value of perpetual trusts
Bad debt expense		

6,795
(888)
(1,369)

801
(905)
(281)
-

7,596
(1,793)
(281)
(1,369)

TOTAL OTHER CHANGES IN NET ASSETS		

4,538

(385)

4,153

CHANGE IN NET ASSETS

10,519

(3,808)

6,711

NET ASSETS AT BEGINNING OF YEAR

127,183

129,816

256,999

$137,702		$126,008

$263,710

NET ASSETS AT END OF YEAR

$52,808
$369,714
1
15,574
1,456 		 8,201
(57,688)
-

These financial statements have been prepared by management in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles and include all adjustments which,
in the opinion of management, are necessary to reflect a fair presentation. This presentation represents a summarization from audited financial statements.
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Alzheimer’s Association Celebrity Champions
The Association’s Celebrity Champions enthusiastically embrace our vision of a world without Alzheimer’s
disease. Together, we continue to advance scientific discoveries and care and support services to aid those with
the disease now and in the future.

Marla Adams
Actress, CBS’ “The Young and the
Restless,” NBC’s “Days of Our
Lives,” CBS’ “The Bold and the
Beautiful”
Trevor Albert
Producer, “Glen Campbell…I’ll
Be Me,” “Groundhog Day,”
“The League of Extraordinary
Gentlemen”
Jason Alexander
Actor, NBC’s “Seinfeld,”
“Pretty Woman,” “Shallow Hal”
Jay Allen
Country music artist
Anthony Anderson
Actor, producer, comedian,
ABC’s “Black-ish,” “Mixed-ish”
Freeform’s “Grown-ish”
Judd Apatow
Director, producer, writer, HBO’s
“Girls,” “Trainwreck,” “This Is
40,” “Bridesmaids,” “Knocked Up”
Amy Aquino
Actress, Amazon Studios’ “Bosch,”
NBC’s “ER,” CBS’ “Picket
Fences”
Katie Armiger
Country music artist
Valerie Azlynn
Actress, TBS’ “Sullivan & Son”
Diedrich Bader
Actor, ABC’s “American
Housewife,” HBO’s “Veep,”
ABC’s “The Drew Carey Show”
Scott Bakula
Actor, NBC’s “Quantum Leap,”
CBS’ “NCIS: New Orleans,”
UPN’s “Star Trek: Enterprise”

Lisa Barber
World Championships Gold
Medalist, Team USA Track & Field

Creed Bratton
Actor, musician, NBC’s
“The Office”

Miki Barber
World Championships Gold
Medalist, Team USA Track & Field

Yvette Nicole Brown
Actress, Marvel’s “Avengers:
Endgame,” NBC’s “Community,”
CBS’ “Mom,” BET Original
Movie “Always a Bridesmaid”

Joy Bauer
Author, health and nutrition expert,
NBC’s “Today” show
Sam Beal
NFL cornerback, New York Giants
Maurice Benard
Actor, ABC’s “General Hospital”
Leslie Bibb
Actress, ABC’s “American
Housewife, FX’s “The League,”
“Iron Man,” “Iron Man 2”
Ryan Blaney
Professional racecar driver
Kyle Bornheimer
Actor, Hulu’s “Casual,” CBS’
“Angel from Hell,” “She’s Out of
My League” “Bachelorette”
Alex Borstein
Comedian, actress, writer, FOX’s
“Family Guy,” Amazon Studios’
“The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel”
Kate Bolduan
Journalist, CNN
Wayne Brady
Comedian, actor, host, ABC’s
“Whose Line Is It Anyway,”
CBS’ “Let’s Make a Deal”
Betsy Brandt
Actress, CBS’ “Life in Pieces,”
AMC’s “Breaking Bad,”
USA Network’s “Pearson”
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Kate Burton
Actress, ABC’s “Grey’s Anatomy,”
“Scandal,” “127 Hours”
Candace Bushnell
Author, columnist, HBO’s “Sex
and the City,” NBC’s “Lipstick
Jungle,” The CW’s “The Carrie
Diaries”
Ashley Campbell
Country music singer, daughter
of late country music legend Glen
Campbell
Kim Campbell
Alzheimer’s and caregiver advocate,
wife of late country music legend
Glen Campbell
Keith Carradine
Actor, songwriter, CBS’ “Madam
Secretary,” HBO’s “Deadwood,”
Showtime’s “Dexter”
Kyle Chandler
Actor, Netflix’s “Bloodline,”
NBC’s “Friday Night Lights,”
“Manchester by the Sea,”
“The Wolf of Wall Street,” “Argo”
Alexandra Chando
Actress, Freeform’s “The Lying
Game”
Christina Chang
Actress, ABC’s “The Good
Doctor,” TNT’s “Rizzoli & Isles”

Alicia Coppola
Actress, CBS’s “Blood & Treasure,”
FOX’s “Empire,” HBO’s
“Shameless”
Bradley Cooper
Actor, “A Star is Born,” “American
Sniper,” “Silver Linings Playbook,”
“The Hangover”
Dear Abby
Advice columnist
Dominic Chianese
Actor, HBO’s “The Sopranos,”
“Boardwalk Empire,” NBC’s
“The Village,” “The Good Wife”
Autumn Chiklis
Author “Smothered,” actress,
FX’s “The Shield”
Michael Chiklis
Actor, “Fantastic Four,” FX’s “The
Shield,” “American Horror Story”

Thomas Dekker
Actor, The CW’s “The Secret
Circle,” FOX’s “Terminator: The
Sarah Connor Chronicles,”
“A Nightmare on Elm Street”
Nikki DeLoach
Actress, Hallmark Channel’s
“Love Takes Flight,” “Love to the
Rescue,” “Reunited at Christmas,”
“Truly, Madly, Sweetly,” MTV’s
“Awkward”
Anoop Desai
Music artist, FOX’s “American
Idol” season eight finalist
Kaitlyn Dever
Actress, Netflix’s “Unbelievable,”
ABC’s “Last Man Standing,”
FX’s “Justified”
Torrey DeVitto
Actress, NBC’s “Chicago Med,”
Freeform’s “Pretty Little Liars,”
The CW’s “The Vampire Diaries”

Brandon Coleman
Former NFL wide receiver,
New Orleans Saints

Izzy Diaz
Actor, NBC’s “Telenovela”

Madison Cowan
Chef, Food Network’s “Chopped”
Grand Champion

Colin Donnell
Actor, NBC’s “Chicago Med,”
The CW’s “Arrow”

Percy Daggs III
Actor, “Veronica Mars,” The CW’s
“iZombie”

Trevor Donovan
Actor, Freeform’s “Melissa & Joey,”
The CW’s “90210,” NBC’s “Days
of Our Lives”

Chris Daughtry
Musician and frontman of rock
band “Daughtry,” finalist of NBC’s
“American Idol” fifth season
Karen David
Actress, AMC’s “Fear the Walking
Dead,” ABC’s “Galavant,” “Once
Upon a Time”
Eileen Davidson
Actress, CBS’ “The Young and
the Restless,” Bravo’s “The Real
Housewives of Beverly Hills,”
NBC’s “Days of Our Lives”

Emerson Drive
Grammy-nominated country band
Olympia Dukakis
Actress, “Away From Her,”
“Steel Magnolias,” “Moonstruck”
Quinn Early
Former NFL wide receiver,
San Diego Chargers, New Orleans
Saints, Buffalo Bills, New York Jets
Selita Ebanks
Model, actress, “About Last Night”

Christine Ebersole
Actress, USA Network’s “Royal
Pains,” TBS’ “Sullivan & Son,”
“The Wolf of Wall Street”
Héctor Elizondo
Actor, “Pretty Woman,”
“New Year’s Eve,” ABC’s “Last
Man Standing”
Shelley Fabares
Actress, ABC’s “Donna Reed,”
“Coach”
David Feherty
Former professional golfer, host,
Golf Channel’s “Feherty”
Jill Flint
Actress, CBS’ “Bull,” NBC’s
“The Night Shift”
Barrett Foa
Actor, CBS’ “NCIS: Los Angeles”
Jack Ford
Journalist, legal analyst
Vivica A. Fox
Actress, Lifetime Movie’s
“The Wrong Cheerleader,”
“Independence Day,” HBO’s
“Curb Your Enthusiasm,”
ABC’s “Dancing with the Stars,”
“Three Can Play That Game”
Dwight Freeney
Former NFL defensive end
Soleil Moon Frye
Actress, author, entrepreneur,
NBC’s “Punky Brewster,” The
WB’s “Sabrina, the Teenage Witch”
Emma Fuhrmann
Actress, Marvel’s “Avengers:
Endgame,” “Blended,” “The Magic
of Belle Isle”
Michael Galante
Actor, OWN’s “The Haves and the
Have Nots,” Freeform’s “Switched
at Birth”
Nichole Galicia
Actress, model, “Django
Unchained”
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Johnny Galecki
Actor, CBS’ “The Big Bang
Theory,” “Rings,” “Hancock”
Peter Gallagher
Actor, Netflix’s “Grace and
Frankie,” NBC’s “Law & Order:
SVU,” USA Network’s “Covert
Affairs,” FOX’s “The O.C.”
Victor Garber
Actor, “Argo,” “Titanic,”
ABC’s “Alias,” Starz’s “Power”
Nina Garcia
Editor in chief, Elle; judge,
Lifetime’s “Project Runway”
Phyllis George
Miss America 1971, former First
Lady of Kentucky, journalist,
entrepreneur, author
Leeza Gibbons
TV and radio personality,
entrepreneur, Westwood One’s
“Leeza Live,” “Hollywood
Confidential”
John Glover
Actor, CBS’ “The Good Wife,”
“Shazam!,” The CW’s “Smallville”
Bob Goen
Host, GSN.com’s “Marianne and
Bob,” “Entertainment Tonight”
Bianna Golodryga
Journalist, CNN
Allie Gonino
Actress, Freeform’s “The Lying
Game”
Yvette Gonzalez-Nacer
Actress, Nick Jr.’s “Fresh Beat Band
of Spies”
Beth Grant
Actress, Hulu’s “The Mindy
Project,” “Crazy Heart,” “Little
Miss Sunshine,” “Donnie Darko”

Judy Greer
Actress, Showtime’s “Kidding,”
“Ant-Man and the Wasp,”
“Arrested Development,” “27
Dresses,” “The Wedding Planner”
Bryant Gumbel
Journalist, host, HBO’s “Real
Sports with Bryant Gumbel”
Don Hany
Actor, Netflix’s “Secret City,”
Nine Network’s “Bad Mothers,”
NBC’s “Heartbeat”
Marcia Gay Harden
Actress, CBS’ “Code Black,”
“50 Shades” trilogy
Bud Harrelson
Former MLB shortstop and Coach,
Mets’ World Series champion
Samantha Harris
Host, “Entertainment Tonight,”
ABC’s “Dancing with the Stars”
Jackée Harry
Actress, NBC’s “227,” The
WB’s “Sister, Sister,” The CW’s
“Everybody Hates Chris”
Linda Hart
Singer, actress, CBS’ “Gypsy,”
“Tin Cup”
Elisabeth Hasselbeck
Television personality, host, Fox
News Channel’s “Fox & Friends,”
ABC’s “The View”
Tony Hawk
Professional skateboarder
Laurie Hernandez
USA Olympic Team, gold
and silver medalist, women’s
gymnastics, ABC’s “Dancing with
the Stars” season 23 champion
Liz Hernandez
Creator, “Wordaful,” former host,
“Access Hollywood,” “E! News
Simon Helberg
Actor, CBS’ “The Big Bang
Theory,” “Florence Foster Jenkins”
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Jeff Henderson
Olympic gold medalist, Team USA
Track & Field
Elaine Hendrix
Actress, “Anger Management,”
“The Parent Trap,” “Inspector
Gadget 2”
Marilu Henner
Actress, author, Hallmark
Murders and Mysteries series
“Aurora Teagarden Mysteries,”
NBC’s “All-Star Apprentice,”
ABC’s “Taxi,” CBS’ “Evening
Shade”
Mary Hogan
Best-selling author, “Two Sisters,”
“The Woman in the Photo,” and
“Left: A Love Story”
Samuel L. Jackson
Actor, producer, Marvel’s
“Avengers: Endgame,” “Shaft,”
“The Hitman’s Bodyguard,”
“Pulp Fiction,” “Star Wars” prequel
trilogy
Emma Mae Jacob
Country music artist
Matt Jenkins
Country music artist
Rafer Johnson
USA Olympic Team, gold and
silver medalist, decathlon
Olivia Jordan
Miss USA 2015, actress and model
Al Joyner
Coach, Olympic gold medalist,
Team USA Track & Field
Melina Kanakaredes
Actress, FOX’s “The Resident,”
CBS’ “CSI: NY,” NBC’s
“Providence,” “Snitch”
Princess Yasmin Aga Khan
Philanthropist
Naeem and Ranjana Khan
Fashion and jewelry designers

Alzheimer’s Association Celebrity Champions,
continued
Tim Kang
Actor, CBS’ “Magnum P.I.,”
“The Mentalist”

Jennifer Lee
Writer, director, “Frozen 2,”
“Frozen,” “A Wrinkle in Time,”
“Zootopia”

Aaron Kaplan
Producer, NBC’s “A Million Little
Things,” CBS’ “Life in Pieces,”
HBO’s “Divorce,” Showtime’s
“The Chi”

Norm Lewis
Actor, ABC’s “Scandal,”
“Les Misérables in Concert:
The 25th Anniversary”

Lainie Kazan
Actress, “My Big Fat Greek
Wedding,” ABC’s “Desperate
Housewives”

Vicki Lewis
Actress, NBC’s “NewsRadio,”
Disney Channel’s “Sonny with a
Chance,” “Finding Nemo”

James Keach
Producer, actor, director,
Showtime’s “Ray Donovan,”
“Walk the Line,” “Waiting for
Forever”

Selenis Leyva
Actress, Netflix’s “Orange Is the
New Black”

Jean Louisa Kelly
Actress, CBS’ “Yes, Dear,”
“Mr. Holland’s Opus”
Georgia King
Actress, NBC’s “The New
Normal,” “Austenland,”
HBO’s “Vice Principals”
Ricki Lake
Actress, host, “The Ricki Lake
Show,” VH1’s “Charm School,”
ABC’s “Dancing with the Stars”
Matt Lanter
Actor, NBC’s “Timeless,”
The CW’s “90210,” “StarCrossed,” Cartoon Network’s
“Star Wars: The Clone Wars,”
“The Roommate”
Greg Laswell
Musician, producer
Sharon Lawrence
Actress, Showtime’s “Shameless,”
ABC’s “NYPD Blue,” The WB’s
“One Tree Hill”

Katie Lowes
Actress, ABC’s “Scandal,”
Broadway’s “Waitress”
Richard Lui
Journalist, news anchor, MSNBC
and NBC News
Luke Macfarlane
Actor, Hallmark Channel’s “Just
Add Romance,” “A Shoe Addict’s
Christmas,” Syfy’s “Killjoys,”
ABC’s “Brothers and Sisters”
Leslie Mann
Actress, “How to Be Single,”
“This Is 40,” “The Change-Up,”
“Funny People,” “Knocked Up”
Gilles Marini
Actor, Freeform’s “Switched at
Birth,” ABC’s “Brothers and
Sisters,” HBO’s “Sex and the City,”
NBC’s “Days of Our Lives”
Ronny Marshall
TV producer, NBC’s “Valerie,”
ABC’s and CBS’ “Step by Step”
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Cameron Mathison
Actor, TV host of Hallmark
Channel’s “Home and Family,”
“Entertainment Tonight,”
ABC’s “All My Children”
Kathy Mattea
Country music artist
David Mazouz
Actor, FOX’s “Gotham,” “Touch”
Callan McAuliffe
Actor, AMC’s “The Walking
Dead,” “The Great Gatsby,”
“I Am Number Four”
Kevin McKidd
Actor, ABC’s “Grey’s Anatomy,”
“Rome,” “Brave”
Joey McIntyre
Singer, songwriter, actor, New Kids
on the Block
Shane McRae
Actor, “Still Alice,” Amazon
Studios’ “Sneaky Pete”
Katy Mixon
Actress, ABC’s “American
Housewife,” CBS’ “Mike and
Molly,” HBO’s “Eastbound & Down”
Alfred Molina
Actor, producer, “Raiders of the
Lost Ark,” “The Da Vinci Code,”
“Chocolat,” “Frida”
Natalie Morales
Journalist, host, anchor, NBC’s
“Today” show
Terry Moran
Senior National Correspondent,
ABC News

Rob Morrow
Actor, Showtime’s “Billions,”
FX’s “American Crime Story: The
People Vs. O.J. Simpson,” CBS’
“Northern Exposure,”
CBS’ “Numb3rs”
Robert Morse
Actor, FX’s “American Crime
Story: The People Vs. O.J.
Simpson,” AMC’s “Mad Men”
Movements
Punk-rock band
Kate Mulgrew
Author, actress, “Star Trek:
Voyager,” Netflix’s “Orange Is the
New Black”
Electra Mustaine
Singer and songwriter
Kunal Nayyar
Actor, CBS’ “The Big Bang
Theory”
Oscar Nunez
Actor, NBC’s “The Office,”
“The Proposal”
Leslie Odom Jr.
Actor, singer, Broadway’s
“Hamilton,” NBC’s “Smash,”
FOX’s “Vanished”
Timothy Omundson
Actor, ABC’s “Galavant,”
USA Network’s “Psych”

Janel Parrish
Actress, Freeform’s “Pretty Little
Liars”
Jim Parsons
Emmy- and Golden Globewinning actor, CBS’ “The Big
Bang Theory” and “Young
Sheldon,” “Hidden Figures”
Steven Pasquale
Actor, FX’s “The People v. O.J.
Simpson: American Crime Story,”
FX’s “Rescue Me,” Netflix’s
“Bloodline”
David Hyde Pierce
Emmy- and Tony-winning actor,
NBC’s “Frasier,” Broadway’s
“Hello Dolly”
Tony Plana
Actor, ABC’s “Ugly Betty”
Jesse Plemons
Actor, NBC’s “Friday Night
Lights,” AMC’s “Breaking Bad,”
FX’s “Fargo”
Sarah Polley
Actress, director, “Away from Her,”
HBO’s “John Adams”
Whitney Port
TV personality, fashion designer,
MTV’s “The Hills: New
Beginnings,” “The Hills,”
“The City”

Melissa Ordway
Actress, CBS’ “The Young and the
Restless,” “17 Again,” “Ted”

Scott Porter
Actor, NBC’s “Friday Night
Lights,” The CW’s “Hart of
Dixie,” CBS’ “The Good Wife”

Terrell Owens
Former NFL wide receiver,
ABC’s “Dancing with the Stars,”
VH1’s “The T.O. Show”

Grace Potter
Lead vocalist and multiinstrumentalist, Grace Potter and
the Nocturnals

Brad Paisley
Country music artist and
songwriter

Carrie Preston
Emmy-winning actress, TNT’s
“Claws,” HBO’s “True Blood,”
CBS’ “The Good Wife”

Candace Parker
WNBA forward/center,
Los Angeles Sparks
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Josh Radnor
Actor, CBS’ “How I Met Your
Mother,” “Afternoon Delight,”
“Liberal Arts”
Sarah Rafferty
Actress, USA Network’s “Suits”
Ahmad Rashaˉd
Sportscaster, former NFL wide
receiver
Ron Rifkin
Actor, NBC’s “New Amsterdam”
and “Law & Order: SVU,” ABC’s
“Brothers and Sisters,” “Alias”
Nicolette Robinson
Actress, Showtime’s “The Affair,”
NBC’s “Perfect Couples”
Lauren Miller Rogen
Actress, producer, writer, “Like
Father,” “Superbad,” “Observe
and Report,” “For a Good Time,
Call...”
Seth Rogen
Actor, comedian, writer, producer,
director, “Sausage Party,”
“Neighbors,” “Pineapple Express,”
“Knocked Up”
Elisabeth Röhm
Actress, The CW’s “Jane the
Virgin,” NBC’s “Law & Order,”
CBS’ “Angel”
Jake Rose
Country music artist
Michael Rosenbaum
Actor, producer and comedian,
The CW’s “Smallville,” “Guardians
of the Galaxy Vol. 2,” FOX’s
“Breaking In”
Jon Runyan
Former NFL tackle, Philadelphia
Eagles, U.S. representative
Rex Ryan			
ESPN NFL analyst, former head
coach

Alzheimer’s Association Celebrity Champions,
continued
Raphael Sbarge
Actor, ABC’s “Once Upon a
Time,” CBS’ “The Guardian”

Katie Stevens
Actress, Freeform’s “The Bold
Type,” MTV’s “Faking It”

Jane Seymour
Actress, Netflix’s “The Kominsky
Method,” CBS’ “Dr. Quinn,
Medicine Woman,” ABC’s
“Dancing with the Stars,”
“Wedding Crashers”

Elizabeth Stewart
Celebrity stylist

Maria Shriver
Renowned journalist and
Alzheimer’s activist
Leigh Silverman
Director, Broadway’s “Violet,”
“From Up Here”
Molly Sims
Actress, model, NBC’s “Las Vegas,”
“Yes Man”

April Taylor
Country music artist
Aimee Teegarden
Actress, Netflix’s “The Ranch,”
NBC’s “Friday Night Lights,”
“Love and Honor,” Hallmark
Channel’s “Once Upon a
Christmas Miracle”
Lance Thomas
Former NBA forward, New York
Knicks

Patty Smyth McEnroe
Rock ’n’ roll music artist

Tracie Thoms
Actress, “Safe House,” CBS’ “Cold
Case,” “Rent” (film and Broadway),
“The Devil Wears Prada”

Jean Smart
Actress, FX’s “Fargo,”
CBS’ “Designing Women,”
ABC’s “Samantha Who?,”
NBC’s “Harry’s Law”

Lea Thompson
Actress, Netflix’s “Sierra Burgess
Is a Loser,” “Back to the Future,”
NBC’s “Caroline in the City,”
Freeform’s “Switched at Birth”

Alexandra Socha
Actress, Broadway’s “Annie Get
Your Gun,” “Head Over Heels,”
Amazon Studios’ “Red Oaks,”
USA Network’s “Royal Pains”

CoCo Vandeweghe
Professional tennis player

Abigail Spencer
Actress, NBC’s “Timeless,”
ABC’s “Grey’s Anatomy,” USA
Network’s “Suits,” “Oz the Great
and Powerful,” “This Means War,”
AMC’s “Mad Men”
Brent Spiner
Actor, “Independence Day:
Resurgence,” “Star Trek: The Next
Generation”

Dick Van Dyke
Actor, “Mary Poppins Returns,”
“Night at the Museum,” “Mary
Poppins,” CBS’ “Diagnosis
Murder”
Robert Verdi
TV personality, fashion and style
expert
Ally Walker
Actress, NBC’s “Profiler,”
FX’s “Sons of Anarchy”
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Steven Weber
Actor, Netflix’s “13 Reasons Why,”
HBO’s “Ballers,” NBC’s “Wings,”
ABC’s “Brothers and Sisters,”
“Happy Town”
Whiskey Falls
Country music band
Ashley Williams
Actress, producer, writer,
Hallmark Channel’s “Christmas
in Evergreen,” “Northern Lights
of Christmas,” “October Kiss,”
“How I Met Your Mother,” TV
Land’s “The Jim Gaffigan Show,”
“Something Borrowed”
Kimberly Williams-Paisley
Actress, author, director, producer,
“Father of the Bride,” Hallmark
Channel’s “Witness to Murder:
Darrow Mystery,” Netflix’s “The
Christmas Chronicles,” ABC’s
“Nashville,” “According to Jim”
Brooke Williamson
Chef, Bravo’s “Top Chef ” season
10 winner
Anna Wilson
Jazz music artist
Rita Wilson
Actress, singer, producer, “Sleepless
in Seattle,” HBO’s “Girls,” CBS’
“The Good Wife”
Sam Witwer
Actor, Syfy’s “Being Human,” The
CW’s “Smallville” and “Supergirl”
Parker Young
Actor, Bravo’s “Imposters,” ABC’s
“Suburgatory”

Corporate Supporters
Annually, the generosity of corporate partners helps the Alzheimer’s Association to advance vital research and provide
educational programming, care and support.We greatly appreciate their continuing contributions to our mission.
$1,000,000 - $4,999,999
Edward Jones
Marshalls

$50,000 - $99,000
Ageless Innovation LLC
Allergan
Alzeca
Anthem Blue Cross
Amerigroup
Bayada Home Health Care
Bracket
Cogstate
Cognivue
Comfort Keepers
Cortexyme
Encompass Senior Living
Estes-Express
Fieldstone Communities
Frontier Management
Jackson National Life Insurance Company J.P. Morgan
Hermès of Paris
Home Instead Senior Care
Kindred Healthcare
Lokai
MagQu
Medavante
Merck
OneAmerica Financial Partners RetireMEDiq
Rodin Therapeutics
STANLEY Healthcare
Steven Silver
Takeda
Tau Rx
Transamerica
United Healthcare
United Neuroscience
VeraSci
Wells Fargo

$500,000 - $999,999
Brookdale
Epic Games
Procter & Gamble
$250,000 - $499,999
Biogen
BJ’s Restaurants, Inc.
CNO Financial Group
Emerson
Eisai
Genentech/F. Hoffman LaRoche
Genesis HealthCare
Rolex Watch USA
Senior Star
$100,000 - $249,999
AmazonSmile
AbbVie
Acadia Pharmaceuticals
Amgen/Novartis
Bank of America
Boehringer Ingelheim
Bryant Estate
Cutco Corporation
Dignity Health
Dot Foods
Eli Lilly
Grifols
Janssen
LCS Foundation
Lundbeck
Rapid Refill
Soft Surroundings
Suven
Visiting Angels (Living Assistance Services)
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Alzheimer’s Association Leadership Teams
Governing Board

Medical and Scientific Advisory Group

Members of the Alzheimer’s Association Governing
Board volunteer to serve multiyear terms. They
generously support our efforts with their time, talent
and passion.

Chair
Cynthia Lemere, Ph.D.
Vice Chair
Bruce T. Lamb, Ph.D.

Chair
Dave Goltermann

Members
Suzanne Craft, Ph.D.
David Knopman, M.D.
Mary Sano, Ph.D.

Vice Chair
Brian Richardson
Secretary
Anna Catalano

Alzheimer’s Association Research Staff
Maria C. Carrillo, Ph.D.
Rebecca M. Edelmayer, Ph.D.
Keith N. Fargo, Ph.D.
Carl V. Hill, Ph.D., M.P.H.
Heather M. Snyder, Ph.D.
William H. Thies, Ph.D.

Treasurer
Steve Osgood
Executive Committee
Diana Kerwin, M.D.
Cynthia Lemere, Ph.D.
Sarah Lorance
Cecile Perich
Karen Stevenson
Julia Wallace
Directors
Bruce Baude
Helen Brooks
Thomas Doyle
James Grossmann
David Hunter
Minoo Javanmardian
George Johnson
Karyne Jones
Pamela Montana
Ryan Mundy
Ralph Nixon, M.D., Ph.D.
Debra Pierson
William Thomas
Carolyn Tieger
John Tracy
Alex Tsao, Ph.D.
Derek van Amerongen, M.D.
Paul Wexler
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Alzheimer’s Association
225 N. Michigan Ave., Fl. 17
Chicago, IL 60601

The Alzheimer’s Association is the leading voluntary health
organization in Alzheimer’s care, support and research. Our mission is
to eliminate Alzheimer’s disease through the advancement of research;
to provide and enhance care and support for all affected; and to reduce
the risk of dementia through the promotion of brain health.
Our vision is a world without Alzheimer’s disease.
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800.272.3900 | alz.org
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